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I believe that for a new role, a new perspective is needed. Whilst I have 

not been part of the competitions portfolio, I am a passionate mooter 

and believe that in order to elevate the quality of UTS Mooting, a fresh 

approach is required.  

 

I have been Mooting for two years, and have experience in all competitions which the Vice 

President (Mooting) will oversee. I have competed in the junior competition, the opens competition 

(which I was fortunate enough to win), intervarsity competitions and subject moots. I have enough 

experience to be able to assist both weathered and first-time competitors. Furthermore, my 

experience as the UTS LSS Socials Director has allowed me to plan multiple events concurrently 

under time pressure. 

 

I have policies which will elevate the status and quality of UTS mooting, as well as alleviate stress 

that competitors have.  

1) The mooting mentor program - If you’ve ever competed before, you’ll know how many 

questions you often have, whether that’s regarding your written submissions, addressing the 

bench or just which case to use. To combat this, I will implement a mooting mentor 

program. This will be a panel of experienced Mooters, who will not be judging the 

competition, and they will be able to answer questions you may have.  

2) Junior Mooting workshops – Competing for the first time is daunting, particularly if 

you’ve only done a few law subjects. The junior mooting workshops will be held in the 

Autumn session, before junior weekly mooting commences. Each fortnight, experienced 

mooters will explain important elements of mooting including writing your written 

submissions, orals and case law.  

3) New mooting competitions – I will ensure that Moots that do not currently attain a large 

expression of interest are replaced with other moots, that appeal to competitors. This 

includes the introduction of an opens criminal law moot and an intervarsity contracts moot.  

The UTS LSS should be a place for all Law students to feel comfortable and important. For me, 

Mooting solidified my love for law and the LSS. If elected, I will uphold a welcoming culture, as 

well as support other portfolios in all endeavours to ensure the LSS is always at the highest quality.  


